
When Matt Maverick steps on the stage, it is easy to see why he has developed such a large and loyal
fanbase so quickly. A champion for traditional country music,  his rich tone, pitch-perfect vocals, and
infectious personality grabs an audience and captivates them from the minute he walks on stage. He
consistently delivers a crowd-pleasing performance, and fans absolutely love him. 

Galen Walker, owner of an entertainment venue said, “[Matt’s] band is the best we have ever had.  The
enthusiasm rippled through our space…We have had great bands in the past, but none have brought with
them a motivated fan base.” 

Born and raised in Northeast Arkansas, Matt was endowed with music in his blood.  Everyone in his family
either sings or plays an instrument.  However, they always knew that Matt had that special “it” factor that
could make a crowd go wild.  Matt’s ability to project makes an audience feel every emotion in one show. 
 One fan put it best when she said, “Matt takes me on a journey.  I laugh.  I cry.  I drink. I dance.  I smile. 
 After watching Matt perform, I just feel good!”  

Matt Maverick took the internet by storm in the height of the 2020 pandemic when a video of him singing
was posted on the internet.  It was shared all over the world in a 24 -hour period, and Matt gained an
instant and loyal fanbase overnight.  The fans, self-named The Matt Pack, encouraged Matt to go to
Nashville to record an album, and the rest is history.  American Dream, Matt’s debut album, is a compilation
of REAL country music for the common man.  It conveys the struggles and emotions of living life:
highlighting freedom, loss, heartbreak, true love, financial struggles, having fun, and more.  

Matt has played live in Texas, Ohio, Tennessee, and Arkansas and is currently gearing up for the 2022
American Dream tour.  Matt is currently booking full band shows in the Southeastern and Midwestern
regions of the United States.  
 

BOOKING: 1-615-420-7156
Email mattmaverickmusic@gmail.com
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"American Dream" 11 song album
Release date: 1/7/22 (1st album) 


